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Bulletin #21
Narrative Portfolio: Luca Staccioli
by Lisa Andreani

The artistic practice of Luca Staccioli is research-based, process-oriented, and involves different media including video, sound,
photography, sculpture, drawing and collage.
Conceived as narrations, his artworks perform an investigative action by questioning the distance between individuals and pre-established values, souvenirs and different times.
Facing obsolescence, decay, and a loss of function, the remains of
our days come out temporarily from the dynamics of construction
of identity and of geographical and historical narratives, before being reabsorbed by economic processes.
The artworks of Staccioli stratify and combine micro-histories,
uprooted memories, as well as daily objects and nomadic images,
proliferating from global-local dimensions and the technological
apparatus, in order to re-narrate the models of representation and
discover spaces of autonomous subjectivities.
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Luca, what is a souvenir? Is it of a familiar nature, or something
else? And is it already built for re-narration? I’m asking that after
seeing your video Was it me? Screen memories.

Was it me? Screen memories (2016-2017), full HD color video, 5.1
sound stereo, 8'06''.

The souvenir, in its two-fold meaning of memory and matter, marks
a connection between experience and representation. Souvenirs are
structural parts of the imposed functionality in our life and narrations
of experiences.
Moreover, it is useful to specify that the souvenir product, in the common sense of a commercial material object, is the result of stereotypization or even iconization. Souvenirs are uprooted and elusive,
mystified and functionalized forms. Furthermore, they could play a stereotypator and iconizator action.
I would say that the process of production of souvenirs is observable in
all fields of communication, marketing, and narratives and representations of the world. Almost everything is born with a function, a pre-established meaning, an iconic tension. In my practice, souvenirs are an
interpretation of the processes of production of items: bus tickets, car
stickers, instructions for waxing or Tinder, the individual booklet reporting the judgments of a soldier in the Foreign Legion, a colonial postcard, our Instagram pics, a toy robot, and so on and so forth. Each thing
presents normative and homogenizing forces, activated, consciously or
unconsciously, by the economic and cultural system of dominant categories. Everything is aimed to depict and to be consumed.
Fortunately, everything is fluid, not entirely controllable, and creates
affective (and not merely emotional) relations, quite often unexpected,
with the rest of the world and with individuals. In my opinion, these affective reactions can happen primarily when things and subjects deal
in some ways with death or mortality. Here, the death of things is obsolescence, decay, and loss of function.
If emotionality takes form in the fetishization of matter (a topic related
to production systems), and in fetishes can be heard an alarming echo
of the official system of values, I would say that affection appears when
death – and also empathy – break for an instant the flux of established
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functions. At this point, it is possible to experience an extremely precious epiphany, a space for re-narration, the crack for an ecology of
representation and perception.
Given this premise, it will be easier to explain that, even if I play provocatively with common examples of souvenir objects, such as pocket-size
Eiffel tower reproductions, an exotic doll or colonial postcards, I am
actually interested in a more extended idea of what a souvenir is. In
my processuality, the souvenirs are remains and marks produced by
a continuous fight between distance and proximity, experiences and
narratives. For this reason, I break the common definition of souvenir,
forcing it to include daily objects such as cigarette butts, razors, kitchen stamps, scraps of technological devices and apparatuses, as well
as songs, neo-folk waterproof tablecloths, amateur videos on sharing
platforms, pages of books, etc.
In the video Was it me? Screen memories, common souvenirs are mixed
with found images, historical found footage, and traveling leftovers,
such as museum tickets, a tin of harissa, a Lufthansa napkin, etc. The
video is a personal, voyeuristic journey through unknown places and
familiar memories.
In Inhabiting atlas, I embroidered the surface of coins, a crème fraîche
tin and an out-of-order RAM, among other objects. This is a metaphor
of traveling across an imaginary map.
In the exhibition Donner à voir, I juxtaposed erased photographs to
sculptures made of Play-Doh, domestic objects sewed together, as
well as drawings reproducing the military documents of Foreign Legion
soldier G. Staccioli, who died during the first Indochina War. From G.
Staccioli I inherited, after my father, my last name because of some
bureaucratic quibble, without being relatives.
Donner à voir Compleanno 7° (2018), 25x50x70 cm, Play-Doh,
candles, reed, television screen, paper tray, epoxy resin.
Installation view at Fondazione Pini, Milan.

In the video Please stand behind the yellow line (DHG), yellow rubber gloves
become a metaphor of normativity and distance, while everyday items,
having lost their function, dance as finally alive.
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In my recent series of drawings titled Familiar pics, everyday objects
and images – found in social networks, sharing platforms and advertisement – converge and appear layered. Car stickers, logos, waxing instructions as well as images of toothbrushes and domestic ornaments
are combined and retraced. They compose seascapes, flowery meadows, seabeds and landscapes which are both classical (in art history)
and common (in commercial images).

Donner à voir Studio per un figlio #1 (2018), 65x65x80 cm, various
material (detail). Exhibition view at Fondazione Pini, Milan.

The objectual reality of a memory is a kind of cavity in space, a sign
recollecting an experience, unable to completely fill the void between
the subject and its image. This opens the way to a fundamental consideration on the idea of representation and its ambiguous implications with macro-narratives. In fact, the void separating subject and
representation is a critical empty edge that can be easily exploited by
de-subjectivizing processes and cultural stereotypes.
As I briefly introduced above, this gap between a subject and its depiction is visible in the moment in which something instantaneously
escapes from the compact cyclical system of functionalization, rationalization and categorization. The gap can be a moment of death, affection, or empathy.
Hence, it is possible to use those remains (i.e. what escaped, the ruined
items, those moments) to reflect and question the system that was
producing them, before it absorbs them again: a sort of crack appears,
that usually is immediately re-filled, re-functionalizing those empty
spaces of meaning. As these cracks get re-compacted, the solidity of
the mechanisms of homogenization is reinforced.
As fragile – and dangerously fertile – political re-imaginative spaces,
these gaps are absolutely fascinating and powerful for my artistic
practice.
Indeed, without a process of appropriation/re-appropriation by subjectivity, these souvenirs – interpreted as temporary remains – are not
real memories, but a continuous narration of an eternal otherness that
is but experience filtered by official and accepted narratives. This otherness becomes now sneakily familiar. The souvenir is a familiar otherness.
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Why did memories emerge through a process of re-reconstruction? And which is the process of your act of reconstruction?
If for memories we consider subjective spaces of expression relating to
the past and to experiences, memories only emerge through a re-reconstruction. A counter-(re-)narrative process is needed. Without
that, memories are molded, abused.
Logics of profit drive the mechanisms of representation of history,
identity, daily life, in order to create categories, social structures: a
process of simplification of a holistic and fluid complexity that cannot
find time and space in the current social accelerations and hyper-stimulating modalities of communication. On the contrary, I believe there
is something magic in facing complexity – and, for instance, in front of
the current degeneration of individualisms or the overwhelming issues
of neo-liberism, the value of complexity could be a cure.
My processuality starts with an empathic collecting tension, then it
takes shape in some kind of hermeneutical action. I collect various and
heterogeneous elements, then I edit, mix, compare, reshape, draw,
combine them. It is a continuous process in-progress, as well as reversible and open: it is «imagining», «remembering/recollecting». Empathy and affection are ways to question the world, a valuable construction process for the «self». We come into the world as individuals, we
achieve characters, but it is difficult to become people.
While «reading» your work, it seems like you have a strong interest
for little traces. For instance, the little thread in which you cover
objects in Inhabiting atlas.

Please stand behind the yellow line (DHG) (2018-2019), full HD video,
5.1 sound stereo, 7'23''.

Little traces are what remains.
In Inhabiting atlas, the little traces embroidered over the objects and
the objects themselves are on the same level, in fact the embroidered
shapes came from marks left by time on a window pane in my studio: a kind of translation and transposition. Those marks become an
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imaginary abstract geography, outlining non-linear journeys throughout
countries and memories.
I always try to create a horizontal dialog.
In Was it me? Screen memoires, the re-filmed found videos dialog with the
souvenirs, and with the short sentences written on their surface.
Donner à voir is an exhibition conceived as a medium. In the rooms of
Fondazione Pini, I gathered erased photographs, childhood drawings,
drawings reproducing military documents, Play-Doh and domestic objects used as a narrative and plastic material. Ephemeral and autobiographical elements such as as my last name, «Staccioli», or a toy robot from my childhood, were set in dialog with a macroscopic historical
moment as the first Indochina war.
The yellow rubber gloves and the remains of domestic environments in
Please stand behind the yellow line (DHG) become new cells, slowly dancing
in a desert of feelings.
In Familiar pics, as a last example, the drawings build an imaginary album
of family memories: stratifications, combinations, collages of various
objects and visual references try to question the connections between
capitalism, figuration processes and emotional visual imageries, in order to find an ecology of representation.

The other other, familiar other, curated by Bite the Saurus.
Installation views at Riot Studio, Naples. Photo Danilo Donzelli.

Remains, different shapes, various materials, diversified functions, collected in a moment of suspension (or forced to a moment of suspension); when they lose their first life, they open re-imaginative spaces.
Drawing, embroidering, annotating and writing choreographies of leftovers lead to a slow and meditative practice, in contrast with the speed
of today’s social life.
The rationalizing tension of my process, aimed to criticize, to question
and deconstruct categories (the functions of objects and memories are
influenced by those categories or even parts of them), is also empathic.
I find any «hermeneutical process» deeply interesting – one driven by
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affection and subjectivity, addressing the complexity in primigenial and
archetypic ways, or even with a kind of animistic approach.
Somehow I want to liberate myself, and the objects that build our collective heritage and mine, from a constrained condition, imagining other
lives in order to watch with more critical awareness the one that is given.
Your reflections regarding souvenirs reminded me of the idea of
picturesque, in which I’m very interested. This form of description
and representation is often an imaginary extension. I think there is
something much more picturesque today, in our cities and monuments, than in eighteenth-century gardens.

Familiar pics waxingscape, detail.

Donner à voir Studio per una fotografia #1 (2018), 32x46 cm, marker
on paper, plastic bags, wool, aluminium, wooden frame, glass.
Installation view at Fondazione Pini, Milan.

I think that the processes of depiction, representation and iconification
are imagery extensions as well as restrictions: they hide their ambiguity in their inner mechanisms, a dangerous ambivalence. They are an
imaginary extension of the capability – or even the conscious aim – to
create something new, different, parallel to the closest possible reality
of things (which is always escaping and cannot be reduced to categories). They are a restriction to imagery because they create otherness
to build a distance, thus, to control their subjects.
Historically, there are so many different forms of depiction, of picturesque examples: the eighteenth-century gardens as well as the museum of cultures, the fairs of modernity or, for instance, the narratives of
exoticism – up to the creation of cinema, art, and music heroes.
Nowadays, hyper-depiction and hyper-representation are absolutely
widespread on all of daily life’s surfaces, showing perfectly and even
dramatically that ambivalence. Almost nothing escapes from a kind
of wrapping process aimed to commercialize, to convince, to seduce.
From food, items and products to cities, from feelings to memories.
The exploitation of representation subtracts reality from the autonomous – not driven – flux of evolution. In the monuments, window shops
and advertising signs, in the screens of undergrounds, in train stations,
streets, as well as in the role of architecture, tourist cities and themed
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neighborhoods, we should only notice the milestones of the official
narrative. A subjective, non-aligned approach is needed.
You mentioned animism. What is your opinion on the contemporary mythological world? What forms of ritual are we developing,
as «ceremonial animals»?
Something interesting to me in the contemporary mythological world is
the idea of value, the fetish, the immaterial materiality of dreams and
memories. Often I think that one of the most important issues in my
work deals with the concept of value: the changing of paradigms, the
changing of value.
The mixing, the elaboration, the embroidery gesture on the remains,
the use of souvenirs, commercial items and leftovers are actions that
are both ephemeral and enriching. It is a continuous loading and emptying of meanings that question the ambiguity of value.
Value and icons are mythologies that society is continuing to develop;
my allusion to animism was just aimed to the possibility of discovering
a more spiritual and careful position from which to listen to the world.

Familiar pics waxingscape (2019), 72x75 cm, pastel, collage,
wrapping paper, alluminium frame.

This is bringing me again to the concept of affection and empathy as
steps to understand the world.
Several alienating forces drive individuals to categorized statements
of living. I am simplifying a much more complex topic, but I would
say that we are seeing, in all fields, a homogenization of subjectivity. This homogenization of subjectivity could appear when looking at
various examples of polarization: fetishization, absence of empathy,
a hyper-exteriorization of emotionality, hyper-proximity (through the
technological prosthesis, hyper-connections, and hyper-stimulation),
refusal, fear, alterity, love and relationships as shelters (the same could
be said about categories and cultural stereotyping), consumption and
accumulation to sublimate lacks.
I try to touch, vertically, deeply but lightly, in order to start a political
act, which lives, firstly, in understanding. •
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Lisa Andreani is a Milan-based curator and writer.
Luca Staccioli, visual artist and researcher, studied music,
philosophy and painting at Ligustica Academy of Fine Arts in Genoa,
and visual arts and curatorial studies at NABA - New Academy of
Fine Arts in Milan. In 2018 he won the Fabbri Prize in the Emerging
Art section, and in 2017 the second prize of the Talent Video Awards,
Careof, FIDMarseille, Mibact.
Among his recent solo shows: 2018 – Donner à voir, Fondazione
Pini, Milan; The other other, familiar other, curated by Bite the Saurus,
Riot Studio, Palazzo Marigliano, Naples; 2017 – Studio Visit duo show
curated by Pietro Gaglianò, Museo Masaccio-Giovanni Mannozzi,
San Giovanni Valdarno.
Among his group shows: 2019 – Teatrum Botanicum, curated by
Giulia Mengozzi, PAV - Padiglione arte vivente, Turin; Voi rubate del
tempo alla fretta, a noi il mare ci impone lentezza, CASTRO Projects,
curated by Alberta Romano and Vincenzo Di Marino, Villa Di
Lorenzo, HYPERMAREMMA, Ansedonia, Grosseto; 2017 – The Great
Learning, curated by Marco Scotini, Palazzo della Triennale, Milan;
2016 – NESXT, Kalki Club, Current Project, Q35, Turin; The Great
Bubble of Important Nothings, Hole of Fame, Projektraum, Dresden.
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